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Abstract 
This paper will report on current status of research into several elements necessary for initiating a program in Virtual Systems 
Research (VSR) described in an earlier paper.1 Elements will include: (1) a statement of the problem; (2) a description of General 
Theory of Systems (GTS) and System Process Theory (SPT); (3) how influence or change can be measured in a virtual model of 
systems; (4) an exploration of several possible Artificial System implementations; (5) A brief description of possible results of 
Artificial Systems Research. We explore the challenges presented by each and seek advice from SEs who we invite to participate. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the University of Southern California. 
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1. Statement of the problem 
Historically, general theorists of systems investigated only a very small number of the isomorphies from early 
comparisons of particular systems. They did not prove their isomorphic status but rather assumed their existence. 
They did not explain interactions between the isomorphies critical to explaining systems dynamics.2 Much of their 
work was systems thinking, not systems science.3 
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1.1. What Is Chronically Missing in GTS’s Needed for SE: 
For systems engineering to be able to use systems science with confidence in its work, five missing elements 
are critically needed: (i) sufficient detail, (ii) sufficient principles (isomorphs, in this SPT, “processes”), (iii) how the 
principles interact to explain dynamics, (iv) existing evidence, and (v) ability to test and accumulate results of 
testing. We suggest SPT when put in cyberspace as VSR (virtual systems research), would be a robust beginning to 
fill these needs. 
Clearly soft systems methodology, systems thinking, & systems management4 helps human organizations as 
systems approach the systems nature of problems and more efficiently produce products. But they do not specify 
much that is substantial about how a system should work when it is produced. They do not prescribe how systems 
achieve sustainability in nature. 
The Systems Processes Theory (SPT) describes > 50 isomorphies that can be proven to exist across a multitude 
of natural systems.5 It also describes hundreds of specific mutual actions (Linkage Propositions – LPs) that these 
systems processes have on each other forming a network of systems dynamics.6 The specification of this dynamic in 
the SPT and the evidence behind it from experiments in the natural sciences provide an opportunity to model a 
system and place that model in cyberspace (make it “virtual”) for testing. 
1.2. Vision: experiments in general systems science in cyberspace: 
The SPT by itself provides only a specification of systems-past. We also need the ability to manipulate the 
numerous systems processes and their interactions to better test and extend the validity of our descriptions of 
precisely how the systems processes work and how they interact. We need to test alternative systems architectures to 
see if we can design improved systems-future. Putting SPT into cyberspace, we could alter the net of interactions 
much like controlled experiments in molecular biology alter the complex network of cell metabolism to elucidate its 
details. We could remove a single SP, a single linkage proposition or a single “motif”/”circuit” to test how each 
particular change affects overall systems efficiency or sustainability. This would be a first achievement of testing 
and not just talking about general systems theories. 
1.3. Usual components of a computer model simulation: 
Some key components of any simulation are: (i) entities & their characteristics you want to represent; (ii) the 
events you want to represent; (iii) rules for the interaction of the entities; (iv) initial values that characterize the 
entities and interactions; (v) measurable results at the ends of runs or periodically. In this case, (i) would be the SPs 
of the SPT; (iii) would be the LPs of the SPT. We will continue research on how to represent the others. The main 
purpose of the VSR is to use many different initial arrangements and values for each. Any particular “run” would 
progress through millions of cycles of computer time in very reasonable spans of human time (hours, days) to 
simulate billions of years of trials and events. 
1.4. Intriguing obstacles to making a general theory of systems executable: 
The main obstacle to this vision is how to represent the “general” principles and processes instead of particular 
processes. Computer-based general systems models of the past in natural systems [e.g. Odum7] represent 
mechanisms that involve real entities. Those workers have many measures in space, mass, time, energy, size, 
frequency, etc. for these particulars that they can program into cyberspace. Even models of biological social 
systems, such as those for ants or humans in agent-based modelling, have features and qualities that can be 
programmed. To place a general system in cyberspace, what measures do you use to specify “abstract” mechanisms 
and architectures? 
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2. GTS Simulations Based on A Unified Systems Processes Theory (SPT) 
What is SPT and how can it enhance MBSE to enable a better science of systems? More to the point, how can 
SPT become the substantial knowledge base and guide for establishing the new field of Virtual Systems Research to 
emulate successes of Artificial Life Research.8 
2.1. Ongoing projects of the INCOSE SSWG & ISSS-SIGs: 
A decade ago, the Int’l Society for the Systems Sciences (ISSS) established two Special Integration Groups 
(SIG’s) whose mission it was to: (i) sponsor research leading to a better general theory of systems; and (ii) discover 
“diseases” or dysfunctions in systems in general leading to a new field we called Systems Pathology. In 2010, 
INCOSE signed a MOU with ISSS to cooperate in advancing systems theory. At present there are 4 Working 
Groups of INCOSE focused on similar goals: (i) the Complex Systems Working Group (CxSWG); (ii) the Systems 
Science Working Group (SSWG); (iii) the System of Systems Working Group (SoSWG); and (iv) the Natural 
Systems Working Group (NSWG). The SSWG initiated two special projects. The first project was to unify the 
numerous sources of systems knowledge. The goal of the second was to explore a new Systems Pathology 
(understanding of generic ways that systems dysfunction). INCOSE and ISSS workers have attended multiple 
workshops and paper sessions leading to more than 70 products to-date. See9. 
2.2. Why focus on systems processes? 
The major framework explored in the ongoing work of both SSWG projects is focusing on systems processes -- 
how they explain how systems work in great detail and provide a rationale for explaining how systems don’t work, 
or pathologies of systems. Other reports explain why experiments elucidating “processes” have proven so successful 
in the natural sciences over the last 300 years.9 These suggest identification and proof of the isomorphy of systems 
processes,10 a new, unique level of process, will likewise prove to be a useful approach for discovering an evidence-
based general theory of systems. See https://sites.google.com/site/syssciwg2013/home 
2.3. Towards a comprehensive list of unifying systems processes (SPs): 
We started with a list of 110 candidate systems processes, many more than other systems theories. We pruned 
this down to 45 by combining or collapsing some into one.5 Others we eliminated until further research could be 
completed so this list will expand rather than shorten in the future. [list will be shown in presentation] Do you 
recognize all of them? Are there any key systems processes you think are left out? Contact us with suggestions. 
2.4. Linkage Propositions (LPs) give the rules of interaction between processes: 6 
LPs are statements in any language (in our work usually English) of how one systems process influences or 
impacts another. So in general, an LP has the form ……. 
SP1 (operator, relation, or influence) SP2     …….all stated in words. 
Usually an LP is a stand-alone statement supported by either much of the systems literature we are trying to 
unify, or by empirical published research in the natural sciences. LPs are discrete units easy to manipulate, cite 
references for, test, teach, and assemble into larger circuits or motifs. Modern texts in cell and molecular biology 
have a very detailed set of experimental findings to communicate and use to suggest new hypotheses to test. The 
most extensive and popular modern texts now organize this massive data into short unit statements consistent with 
the consensus of experts and clustered by major cell function. This is what SPs and LPs do for the emerging science 
of systems. This framework should enable deeper, richer understanding of systems dynamics and enhance ability to 
conceive of and formulate new answerable questions. 
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2.5. Network maps of interactions between systems processes: 
The most significant contribution of SPT is the map of the entire set of SPs and LPs shown together [see6], 
systems processes represented by nodes, LPs by lines. SPs are clustered into several super functions of systems. If 
an SP is tightly connected to one of the larger spheres (major system function), it is because it contributes to 
attainment of that function. LPs could also be shown (clustered) as different types of lines (solid, dashed, dotted, 
etc.) to indicate different operators (effects)(see section 4.3 here). The map of 45 SPs & 100’s of LPs show how 
much more detailed a picture of systems dynamics is possible using the SPT. It is this GTS network we will put in 
cyberspace as VSR for testing and manipulation. [map will be shown in talk] 
3. How Can Influence or Change be Measured in a VSR? 
The major obstacle to VSR is the problem of how to represent “general” “abstract” mechanisms in cyberspace 
instead of the “particular” mechanisms typical of most models. Many models are diagrammed for better 
communication as nodes and links in a network (as in the SPT). But for SPT we ask, what “flows” through the links 
that connect the nodes for the SPT in the VSR? These links are the ways entities interact in models of real systems 
or how they influence each other. For real systems we have hard data on the magnitudes of these flows. 
Consequences of these influences are what constitute the dynamics of the system. We compare the outcome of 
model interactions with real instantiations to judge model validity and enable prediction. VSR needs this to compare 
different general systems architectures. 
3.1. Using the systems process of minimization: 
We hypothesize that the most critically important optimization true of virtually all natural systems is their 
achievement of sustainability through minimal use of ALL the factors needed, simultaneously. Presumably each SP 
& LP helps achieve needed functions for the system by requiring the least magnitude of resources. In the 
presentation, we will show two figures from past papers6 to show that any one node (SP) and line (LP) in the SPT 
map is the least expensive of alternatives in a given (all factor) landscape. New or immature systems start with 
various architectures, but many don’t achieve sustainability. Only those systems that have the greatest minimization 
of the most systems processes and their linkages continue. The justification for this working assumption is rigorous. 
The SPT map can be proven isomorphic because it is found in many natural systems when compared at a 
sufficiently abstracted level. These “proofs” are from peer-reviewed, published, citable experiments in the natural 
sciences. Why would they appear over and over again across 14B years if they did not achieve needed general 
systems functions? 
3.2. An initial catalogue of minimizations: 
What is minimized in real (manifest, natural) systems that we know from experiments across all the sciences? 
Our current study list includes: (i) energy; (ii) space; (iii) number of required events; (iv) mass; (v) information; (vi) 
dimension; and, (vii) time. We are seeking global minimization; all of these factors at the same time. We call this 
“simultaneity.” The landscape surface in the figures just described6 are the global factors taken as a whole; the 
depressions that candidate SPs and LPs fall into (evolve into)(are selected into) are minimizations of these global 
factors. Can you suggest any other minimizations? Contact us. 
3.3. Representing simultaneous minimization in cyberspace: 
How can we represent these in cyberspace? For example, using less energy allows the system to be stable for 
longer periods of time on a fixed amount of available energy. Success of minimization can be measured directly in 
cyberspace or by length of survival of the system. We can compare alternatives on resource usage for all seven 
resource categories, both individually and globally. 
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3.4. Representing complementary systems process of simultaneous maximization: 
What is maximized that can be measured? We are exploring such measures as: (i) stability over time; (ii) 
temporary stable states (phases); (iii) emergence of new qualities; (iv) emergence of new scales of entitation; (v) 
“colonization” of new contexts or resources. All of these are outcomes that enhance system effectiveness. Are there 
any others you could think of? 
4. Exploring Alternative Strategies for VSR Implementation? 
We will explore several different strategies for implementation. Here are six different contenders for the 
strategy or tool to implement the SPT in cyberspace. 
4.1. Exploration of object-oriented programming/modeling approaches: 
One way to represent the usual components in a computer simulation is by representing them as objects. This is a 
common programming paradigm supported by many different computer languages such as Java, Python and C++.  
In this approach, the SPs would be object classes with their features and functions9 implemented within the class 
methods. The SPs would interact with key environmental features of the synthetic world that would also be 
represented by object classes. The virtual environment would have fundamental abstract forms of Energy/Mass, 
Information/Entropy, Force/Fields and Space/Time represented in a way that the SPs objects can interact with them.  
The challenge will be to have a high enough level of abstraction to keep the model relatively simple, yet have 
enough details to keep it useful. As object classes, the SPs could obtain, output and store energy, obtain, output and 
store information, maintain physical structure and interact with each other through LP operators to perform key 
system functions. The SP objects could be represented as different icon types in a graphical user interface (GUI). 
Different model views could show their connections to each other and the environment or one view could show 
energy, another information flows and another certain types of LPs.  Opening up a SP icon could allow access to 
modelling parameters for that particular SP. Internal method access could also be allowed for customization of the 
SPs behaviour in particular instances. 
4.2. Exploration of de novo or virtual origins of systems processes: 
There is a vast science literature on origins of natural systems across all scales. For example origin of life 
biochemicals was demonstrated in the Miller-Urey experiments and early universe background microwave radiation 
by Penzias & Wilson. It is common today to find scientific articles reporting research on origins in widely read 
interdisciplinary journals like Science and Nature (e.g. on origins of planets). The SPT regards all of these as real 
material systems of particulars that self-organize. For example, stars were born 13 billion years ago and continue to 
be born today. SPT compares these manifest systems to derive the abstracted processes by which they operate 
(isomorphies) which are quite distinct from the particular mechanisms by which they operate. The form of the 
general systems process “cycles” is not as particular as the biochemicals that represent different proven steps in the 
Krebs Cycle. Nor do those particulars match the steps in the sunspot cycle. But on the general abstract level, all 52 
natural systems examples of cycling we present to prove its isomorphy10 have the same abstracted steps that 
represent cycles as a general systems process. It is the abstracted mechanisms, not the particular mechanisms that we 
will put into cyberspace. 
No work exists on the origins of these abstract universal processes. One intriguing possibility of the VSR Project 
would be priming virtual computer space for the “spontaneous” origin of the systems processes. This would emulate 
the “origins of life” experiments, or artificial life runs that demonstrate the appearance of new “species” or agent-
based simulations that result in the appearance of new behaviours. How could a VSR, based on SPT, elucidate 
emergence of the systems processes de novo in an aparticular manner? A virtual environment would be developed 
that initially would not have any existing SPs. Even though we can envision a virtual computer world that a system 
can exist in, developing a way for a system to emerge from this environment is problematic. The challenge is 
interesting because it forces us to ask the same fundamental questions we ask of the universe itself – how did it all 
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come to be out of “nothing”? One way to solve the “how do you start” problem is to create different starting points, 
setting up the raw environment to represent different start conditions. One could even explore what environmental 
conditions allow system formation and which preclude it. 
4.3. Exploration of AI-associated languages (Prolog, LISP): 
Both of these languages contributed to early efforts in artificial intelligence. Prolog is a logic-based programming 
language. It is comprised of declarative statements of relation that are regarded as rules. These facts of relation allow 
computational queries or requests. The computer follows the myriad of possibilities that are in cyberspace if given a 
sufficiently large set of statements. LISP is a “list” processing language. Interlocked lists are its main data structure. 
Because the list of Linkage Propositions connect the lists of Systems Processes through language-based operators, it 
would seem that SPT is suited to representation in LISP.11 
One of our objectives is to encode all current 205 Linkage Propositions in an appropriate computer language. For 
example, the English semantic nature of the Linkage Propositions enables their translation into Prolog. One could 
encode the LP Association Classes as  
•     (is-a-type-of _____   _____ )   /or/    (inhibits _____   _____ )   /or/   
      (is-a-partial-cause-of  _____   _____)   /or/     (is-a-partial-result of _____   _____) 
……. where the underlines are the two systems processes involved. Here are 12 recently formulated LPs12 from 5 
different natural sciences expressed as Prolog statements. Each of these candidate LPs is supported by experimental 
evidence from case studies of a dozen completely different particular phenomena in astronomy, physics, biology, 
mathematics, and geology. 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of symmetry fields) read as “symmetry is a partial cause of fields” 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of coupled +/- feedbacks oscillations) 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of  phase/state hierarchy) 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of feedback duality) 
x (influences/increases fields flows) 
x (inhibits negative feedback positive feedback) 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of coupled feedback equifinality) 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of coupled feedback phase/states) 
x (is-a-key-type-of hierarchy networks) 
x (are-a-partial-cause-of fields symmetry breaks) 
x (is-a-partial-cause-of boundary conditions storage-info) 
x (are-a-partial-cause-of symmetry breaks flows) 
These Prolog statements could be put into computer cyberspace to work on each other. In the past such sets have 
been used to generate new statements not yet discovered. Language has a set of rules encoding relationships and the 
logic in the sentence strings is manipulated and followed in every possible combination to generate more than is 
input. The new statements could then be tested for efficacy in sustaining general systemness using the other methods 
described.  
Prolog LPs could be used to discover new network theorems, or suggest new hypotheses for experiments in the 
natural sciences. A new LP in abstract systems theory might suggest relations of particulars in real systems that 
reductionist research had not yet perceived. Prolog statements have been used in Artificial Life research to act as 
agents evolving still newer agents across relatively vast time periods while taking only hours of CPU computer time. 
Four additional relevant features of Prolog is its popularity, familiarity, support of GUI’s (much needed given the 
wealth of detail in SPT) and network applications (another major feature of SPT). The construction and testing of an 
Expert System on systems science for use in systems engineering would be the most important contribution of a 
Prolog-based SPT network. For this to happen we also need to research the appropriateness or not of available 
Expert Systems inference engines. 
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4.4. Exploration of agent-based modeling (ABM) approaches: 
The appearance of agent-based modelling tools has stimulated numerous studies from ant behavior to human 
economic behaviours. Agent-based modelling has been especially useful for simulations of very complex social 
systems that cannot be studied by the methodologies of the natural sciences. It has been particularly associated with 
demonstration of emergent behaviours. 
At first glance ABMs do not seem compatible with a SPT based on abstracted systems processes. We normally 
represent agents as objects with locations. Processes aren’t objects, nor do they have “location.” However, each 
systems process is characterized by from 5 to 12 unique “identifying features” and often with several unique 
“identifying functions. These could be entered as the usual “characteristics” or “responsive behaviours” of the 
individual agents (the separate SPs). ABMs usually have numerous agents (SPT has many SPs). ABMs have 
decision-making heuristics (SPT has the LPs as heuristics). ABMs have an environment distinct from the agents 
(SPT-VSR would have the computer resources as the environment). ABMs have to program in rules for learning or 
adaptation while the network of SPT does both. Using ABM toolkits we could see if they would accept the type of 
specifications SPT would provide. ABM data parallel algorithms could be used to test the SPT model characteristic 
of simultaneity. 
The goal of ABMs is more to understand how a complex system arrived at its observed behaviour than to 
design behaviours. Since our understanding of systems is so rudimentary, this would be helpful to the systems 
sciences and SE. Improved understanding could lead to better designs from applications of the improved 
understanding by SEs and SSs trained by VSR.  
One point of difference is that ABMs usually have a mechanism to introduce randomness while at first glance 
the SPT might seem to be quite determined by the SPs & LP rules. But when observed as a whole network, SPT 
embodies many, different instances and types of non-linear causality.13 In fact we use SPT to study the nature of 
non-linear causality. That is why we use operators like “is a partial cause of” and “is a partial result of” in the LPs. 
This non-linearity gives SPT a decidedly non-deterministic nature. Natural systems, the sources for much of the SPT 
formulations, have both deterministic and non-deterministic elements. So the system of systems processes has 
inherent randomness. 
We are aware of the observation that agent-based modeling has a non-trivial relation to object-based 
programming (Section 4.1). Perhaps this overlap can be explored or exploited. It is also interesting that ABMs 
exhibit power law distributions since this is related to one of the SPs. Also ABMs reveal robustness of different 
configurations -- exactly what we want to do and test with alternative systems architectures in VSR. ABMs show 
self-organization, another SP. It is as if ABMs that have already been constructed for many domains naturally come 
up with (spontaneously generate SPs) similar to the ones we show as isomorphies by comparing many natural 
systems. Notice the relation of this to our discussion in Section 4.2. 
4.5. Exploration of Odum-based energy circuit flow models: 
Odum7 cites many general systems principles in many sections of his text. He uses SPs such as flows, feedbacks, 
storage, hierarchy, cycling, oscillations, thermodynamics, decay and more. He uses detailed energy circuit language 
diagrams mimicking the rigor of the circuit diagrams used in electrical engineering. Transforming links in his 
diagrams are characterized by differential equations. We would like to test both his diagramming system and use of 
mathematics for SPT. The following statement was found in INCOSE guidelines, “Due to the focus on systems 
thinking, Odum's language appears to be similar in approach to the Systems Modeling Language recently developed 
by INCOSE, an international Systems Engineering body.” So either SysML or Odum would provide a good basis 
for starting a VSR. 
4.6. Exploration of neural net representations as an approach: 
Clearly the natural sciences have demonstrated that networks are everywhere.14 That is why we have included 
network-forming processes as one of the candidate SPs. The study of everything human from airports to literature to 
use of social media have been informed by network based analysis. As shown in the references and presentation, the 
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SP & LP complex is also a network. Can we use advances in network theory to initiate the VSR built on the SPT 
network? One of the most advanced examples of a complex network is the human brain. Billions of interlocked 
neurons form nets in our brain with different nets having different functions. Yet the brain melds these independent 
nets into a net of nets just as in the SPT. So past efforts at neural net simulations may help us formulate a VSR. For 
example, artificial neural nets (ANNs) and the SPT as VSR have many similar features, such as: (i) individual units 
(neurons or SPs) of high connectivity; (ii) each neuron (or SP) can accept input from others and use those input 
values to transfer information to other neurons or other nets resulting in information flows; (iii) these flows can 
“learn” new connections or connect in new ways to recognize patterns or regularities (achieve new functions). (iv) 
Rule-based programs were judged to be weak at this task but SPT is both rule-based and interactive-based 
simultaneously; (v) ANNs exhibit machine learning. SPT adapts, a type of learning. We suggest SPs and LPs find 
their lowest resource state by gradual selection of alternative configurations attempted. That is why they appear to us 
as isomorphic post facto. The systems architectures find the same general rules no matter what the particulars or 
start states. To us this is an analogue of machine learning; it is learning on another time scale. In ANNs, learning is a 
result of decreasing departure of the output from the “solution.” The manner by which the output is made from the 
inputs is altered until that discrepancy is minimized. This is similar to the gradual approach of the SPs and LPs to 
the isomorphic state. 
Seven other features of ANNs (processing units, parallel, non-linear, adaptive, collective, simultaneous, 
distributed) are all also features of the SPT further encouraging us to explore this method. Perhaps one of the main 
differences is the widespread use of “weighting” in ANNs. At this time, SPT does not use weights but regards all 
SPs and LPs as equal. Perhaps study of ANNs will cause us to change this tenet. It is the weighting function that 
eventually leads to the learning of a pattern. This shows how trying different strategies for VSR could improve SPT.  
AI ultimately rejected ANNs because (i) their neural nets were initially far too simple, (ii) the researchers were 
frustrated because they could not “trace” a causal sequence by which ANNs learned the pattern, and (iii) computer 
hardware made it difficult to emulate the massive parallel nature of the artificial neural nets. Perhaps using an ANN 
approach to SPT could ameliorate some of these problems. Can you think of any other possible approaches than 
these? 
5. Initial Image of Expected Results of Artificial Systems Research 
Here is a short list of some of the ways a functioning and validated VSR might be used. 
5.1. Mimic a proven research strategy (pathology induction): 
The existence of the SPT in the computer would enable the search for and testing of a general theory of systems. 
Removing a singlet or subset of the SPs or LPs would copy a proven microbiological technique. Induce a mutation 
(a pathology of the biochemical network of a cell) and find out what it does to the overall system. Use those flags to 
resolutely pursue the pathway and the uses of that dysfunctional item. Search for already occurring dysfunctions in 
natural and social systems. Trace these down to first causes. Much of medicine has done this routinely for our 
bodies this past century. More widespread use of such a technique in systems, could lead to a much deeper 
understanding of how systems work and don’t work – a true science of systems. 
5.2. Generate new hypotheses: 
VSR in cyberspace could lead to new questions to pursue. It enables (i) investigation of former unanswered 
questions; (ii) the asking of new, answerable questions; (iii) forming new hypotheses in general systems research 
and application; and might even suggest (iv) new hypotheses in the reductionist natural sciences. 
5.3. Operationalise Five Difficult Complex Systems Phenomena: 
Some of the features of complex systems are widely discussed, but still very poorly understood, such as: 
Emergence: Very little is reliably known about emergence although there is much interest in and a growing 
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literature on it. It is found in many complex systems, even a defining feature of them. Yet it is avoided in 
engineering. It is one of the most important aspects of the unbroken sequence of origins of new scales of reality 
across 14 billion years. Non-Linearity and Equifinality: Discussion of non-linearity conflates all the different 
manifestations of the general phenomena. Using the SPT, we have produced articles that define a dozen types of 
non-linearity.13 The traditional concept of equifinality that was advanced by the founders of GST can be explained 
and eludicated by the SPT. Pleiotropy: This is a term borrowed from biology and well demonstrated by the SPT 
network as well as the VSR derived from it. One cause, many effects. The classical example is sickle cell anemia. A 
change in only one base pair of the DNA, the fifth codon, changes one amino acid, yet results in dozens of clinical 
symptoms. There are many other examples. We must take this and expand its recognition from biology to all 
systems. Pleioetiology: We use the medical term etiology (study of causes of diseases) and retain the “pleio-“ from 
the Greek meaning “many.” This neologism defines the widespread presence of multiple causes for a single 
outcome in SPT. VSR could enable direct testing of many causes, one effect. This becomes one of the most used 
“operators” for LPs, “is a partial cause of.” Systems-Level Evolution in Action: Changes in the VSR over time and 
with optimizing for min/max values would constitute traceable systems-level evolution. How to distinguish this 
from systems adaptation, systems development, and bioevolution will become testable in VSR. 
5.4. Four uses of direct utility for Systems Engineering: 
VSR/SPT provides a platform for conceiving, modelling, & Testing Alternative Designs. Quality of the system 
could be measured by how it uses the SPs & LPs. You might find key SPs missing whose inclusion might improve 
the system. System Pathologies could be anticipated. For Training & Education in SE and SS: Elaboration of so 
many learnable units (SPs and LPs) could make transfer of knowledge and understanding of how systems work and 
don’t work faster, easier and more detailed simplifying a very complex knowledge base. To Improve Modelling, 
Simulation, & Testing: A Screening Checklist: Airline pilots and surgeons are now using checklists to improve 
their performance. Imagine having a checklist of many of the processes that are found in most natural systems to use 
to check whether or not you are covering all those in your current model or simulation. Requires More Clarity of 
Use of Terms: Discriminating between SPs, discovering new LPs, and defining each unit requires meticulous work 
and constant review and improvement. This clarity could help in representing them in software programming 
increasing accuracy and precision in their definition. 
5.5. Discover what contexts support de novo formation of systems: 
Exploration of how systems form spontaneously (4.2) could identify universal environmental contexts or 
parameters necessary for system formation. What levels and forms of energy, fields, entropy and space provide the 
necessary context for system formation? There are obvious cases where systems can’t form, e.g. static equilibrium, 
but is there a necessary minimum dynamic for system formation?  Are there sweet spots or can systems form in a 
wide range of environments? 
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